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From the desk of

Heather Lawlor - ICM President 
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The frosty month of June is upon us. The first semesters assessments are
complete, with which I am sure successful results will be achieved by our hard-

working enthusiastic learners.
It is so encouraging to see how well the learners have adapted to our new

learning systems, despite all the challenges which load shedding has thrown at
the learners. The new system is world class, easy to manage with classes,

assessments and producing of results.
The one thing in life which one is always assured of and that is change, provided

that it is beneficial for all.
It just goes to show the resilience and determination which our learners have in
South Africa, they just get on with whatever it is which they wish to achieve,
despite all the challenges thrown at them, and they work towards achieving

their goals and objectives. 
First semesters results will be out soon, and the second semesters enrolments
are open. We look forward to another successful semester with the future of

Credit Management secured, by Professional Practitioners leading the way.
Thank you for taking up the challenge and ensuring that all the processes are in
place, legislation complied with, and the company’s future are secured by your

commitment to your education in credit.
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Are you looking for a way to improve your skills, learn new techniques, and
network with other professionals in your field? If so, you don’t want to miss

our upcoming workshop which will enhance your knowledge, boost your
confidence and advance your career. 



In a perfect landscape, the majority of clients and customers would settle their invoices within the
stipulated trade terms, however, very few businesses ever pay on time.

In this article we will assess the late payment culture in South Africa and the specific strategies
that ought to be deployed to minimise and reduce these risks, which could threaten the survival of

your business.
Late settlement has an enormous impact on companies especially SMEs, whose bottom line and

cash flow is adversely affected by late settlements. 
Research by Xero found that during 2019, 91% of SMEs were owed money outside their payment

terms, on average 18 days late in any month. For companies of less than 10 employees, the
average quantum outstanding was R93,000, and for companies with 100-250 employees it was

almost R114,000. This equated to a staggering R249.5 billion nationally.
The survey found financial services and automotive sectors were worst at paying on time.

A study by another software solutions company, Sage, conducted three years ago, found that SA
SMEs lose about 20 days in chasing payments — compared with an average of four days in

Australia.
Not only is this an enormous drain on resources, but it can severely impede cash flow – making or
breaking a business. When it comes to outstanding invoices, prevention is always better than cure,

so it’s crucial that companies adopt systems and implement processes to protect your business.
So, what are some of the safeguards that can be implemented to protect your business’ future?

 
1. Implement a proper written agreement. Make sure your terms of trade includes all relevant

clauses which minimise the potential of a dispute. Each agreement is unique and it is important
that you obtain independent legal advice when drafting and entering in to a credit agreement.

 
2. Have your customers sign the agreement before extending credit terms. Many companies

supply goods and services on the basis of oral agreements. Unfortunately this means that disputes
often arise that could have been avoided if there had been clear, written terms of trade from the

start. 
 

3. Do credit checks, prior to the conclusion of the agreement and after.  There are benefits to being
picky. Sound credit vetting means your business reduces its exposure to bad debt and bad payers.

It also provides you with the insight required to identify and address risk, appropriate credit limits
and trading terms. Trade information such as credit checks, will reveal whether a potential
customer has a poor payment history, judgment and other relevant information to assist in

assessing a prospective customer. It is important to also conduct annual checks on existing
customers to ensure that they are in a position to continue meeting their obligations in respect of

an existing facility.
 
 
 

10 Things Companies Need to
Implement to Avoid Bad Debts and

Cash Flow Constraints
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4. Set safe credit limits. Instruct employees to notify management if a customer wishes to exceed
an agreed limit. Requests for additional credit ought to be requested and approved in writing with

clear payment conditions.
 

5. Clarify your customers payment procedures and policies. It is important that a customer verifies
the details of the relevant employee who invoices are to be transmitted to, what the customers

payments procedures entail and whether there are any other policies which may effect the timeous
settlement of an invoice.

 
6. Improve your invoice management. Creating invoices manually can often lead to mistakes which
then leads to delayed payments. Furthermore, sending paper invoices instead of electronic ones
requires a lot of time and effort which is another reason why businesses turn to automating their

invoice processing. The faster you invoice, the faster you'll get paid. Sending out invoices as soon
as a job is complete, means that you’re less likely to miss your customers next payment cycle.

 
7. Scrutinize the accounts receivable and age analysis. Preparing the accounts receivable report

regularly allows you to identity the average age of receivables and potential losses from
customers. If there are several customers with overdue amounts that extend beyond 60 days, it

may signal the need to tighten the credit policy towards the existing and new clients.
 

8. Implement an effective follow-up process. When payments are late, how you respond impacts
your chances of getting paid, and your policy sets the road map. When you follow your own

guidelines for collecting past-due amounts, your clients accept that you are not likely to let overdue
accounts slip. This process should include an initial reminder and several follow ups, ranging from

a friendly reminder to a formal letter of demand. Companies should also implement a plan for
levels of escalation within specific time frames.

 
9. Judge each case on its own merits. That might involve allowing a debtor an extra month to pay

their invoice while they work through cash flow problems. 
 

10. Know when to hand over a customer. Every now and then a delayed payment will escalate in
to a debt recovery situation, and in that instance companies should weight up how much is owed,
the cost and time it will take a company to follow up, and whether the business you are chasing

has the ability to pay the debt. In some cases, it might be better to write off small amounts to
preserve your business relationship. If a customer simply refuses to pay or doesn’t return calls,

legal action should be considered.
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November
2022 

CM1

STUDENT RESULT

91025317 64

91025298 66

91025337 75

91025310 75

91025345 80

91025319 81

91025331 82

91025347 82

91025329 83

91025304 83

91025343 84

91025322 84

91025344 84

91025332 85

91025323 85

91025336 85

91025306 85

91025326 85

91025339 85

91025342 85

91025327 85

91025311 85

91025335 86

91025333 87

91025305 87

91025318 87

91025346 87

91025321 87

91025308 87

91025328 87

91025349 87

91025334 88

91025307 88

91025330 89

91025338 90

91025341 91

91025340 93

CM2 

STUDENT RESULT

91025248 54

91025104 56

91025203 58

91025276 60

91008818 64

91025034 65

91025250 68

91025219 68

91025251 73

91025253 75

91025325 76

91025263 77

91025283 77

91025254 77

91025252 80

91025288 80

91025257 81

91025286 82

91025277 83

91025255 83

91025256 83

91025285 84

91025301 84

91052587 86

91025051 87

91025279 87

91025246 88

91025249 88

CM3

STUDENT RESULT

91025260 57

91025226 66

91024912 70

91024890 73

91025162 74

91025139 78

91025224 78

91025194 80

91025189 81

91025214 82

91010288 84

91024710 84

91025167 85

91025210 85

91025215 85

91025211 87

91025274 87

91025150 87

91025197 87

91025220 88

91025213 88

91025294 89

91024727 90

91025195 90

91024726 90

91025180 92

91024421 92

91024969 93

91025157 93

91025179 95

91025092 96

91024147 96

CM4

STUDENT RESULT

91024699 57

91025147 69

91025172 72

91025083 72

91025050 77

91025144 80

91025109 81

91025312 84

91025117 85

91007165 86

91025239 89

91025146 89

91025140 89

91025135 90

91025143 90

91025137 90

91024772 90

91024958 90

91025136 91

91025124 91

91025148 91

91024684 92

91025183 92

91025174 92

91025164 92

91025028 92

91025202 93

91025037 93

CM5

STUDENT RESULT

91006031 63

91024857 80

91011748 78

91011130 89

91025103 84

91024914 84

91024271 90

91007687 83

91025080 92

91024393 89

91025111 93

91024892 94

91012232 92

91003947 87

91025132 98

91025049 96

91024296 94

91025065 98

91025089 98

91025118 95

91025128 96

91025063 98

91025096 99
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Di
d you know 

Most of us are well aware that
lobster shells change colour when

exposed to heat. But the sea
creatures' blood is also intriguing.
Lobster blood is initially clear and

turns blue when it hits oxygen.

Most of us are well aware that
lobster shells change colour when

exposed to heat. But the sea
creatures' blood is also intriguing.
Lobster blood is initially clear and

turns blue when it hits oxygen.

 

 

 

https://study.com/academy/answer/what-color-is-lobster-blood.html


Bursary Awards 2024

Standard Criteria for being awarded a bursary

In order to apply and be considered for a bursary the
following criteria must be fulfilled

1. Bursary application must be completed and submitted by
January and July of each year

2. Documents required:
Copy of ID document 
Proof of residence must be submitted
Proof of prior education
CV

3. Assignment which is given by bursary committee must be
completed and submitted with bursary application

4. Warranty of completion of education at the ICM must be
guaranteed, alternatively full fees will have to be reimbursed to
the Institute 

5. Once all the required documents have been submitted the
education committee shall view the applications and the awards
of the bursaries shall be made to the most deserving learners.

6. Good luck to all the hard-working learners.
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Throw Back - October 1966
The Credit Manager, October 1966

Official Journal of the Society
of Credit Managers of South

Africa
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The Credit Manager, May 1967
Official Journal of the Society
of Credit Managers of South

Africa

Throw Back - May 1967



“Credit Management” - Why would I
consider a career in Credit Management?

CLARE FRANCIS
CREDIT PROFESSIONAL

The answer: Highly valued Risk Mitigators. It is
very easy to see a direct correlation with work
you do as a Credit Professional and a company’s
financial situation. Credit professionals ensure
the cashflow operations of a business run
smoothly, and are highly valued employees who
play an essential, lead-part in the success of a
business. 
Partnering with Sales, Operations, the Legal
team, Logistics, Customers, wider Finance teams,
Customer Services, and many more internal and
external departments. The ability to build rapport
is key at all levels. 

A career in credit management allows professionals to utilise a blend of
business acumen, people skills, adaptability, communication skills,
problem solving and business partnering with affinity for finances and
numbers.
Two key elements of a good Credit Professional are identifying and
assessing risk, and the other as I say is ones Credit Management
qualification. 
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Strong career path
There are plenty of opportunities to progress within the industry when
you have a credit management qualification. From Debtors clerks,
credit controllers, Credit Supervisors, Credit analyst and ultimately
Credit Managers. I climbed the ladder with my qualification in Credit
management drastically, not only have I become a force to be
reckoned with but my qualification in credit management opened
universal doors empowering me with the necessary skills, tools,
Knowledge, and capabilities to not only provide a good service to my
job of employment and customer base but also lighting an ambitious
spark of willingness to reach the top of my career path, there is no end
to how far you will go if you are hungry enough for it - I want more, I
need more and believably I am more with my designation being a
Credit Professional.

Varied and challenging day job – Only the strong survive.
Very rarely are two days the same in the world of Credit. There are of
course standard tasks that you must complete on a daily, weekly,
monthly, and annual basis. As with all roles in finance there are cyclical
demands and reporting phases. However, because you will deal with
such a wide variety of clients and more importantly different
stakeholders, the role will always present new and differing scenarios
or challenges which need to be overcome in order to reach your goal.
It is common to be faced with challenging clients but securing those
aged or high value invoice payments will leave you with great job
satisfaction. You will constantly be working towards targets, which in
my opinion directly impacts your firm’s profitability and your end goals.

The path to riches
Good Credit Management is essentially ‘good planning’. If you pro-
actively build relationships with stakeholders, research diligently,
always follow processes and plan ahead, you’ll be in a strong position
and on the right path to riches and success. 
In an era where cash is king, and debt is a commonplace, an effective
Credit Manager is worth their weight in gold. The institute of Credit
Management has groomed me to professional standards. They
essentially moulded me into the very best version of myself within my
career. I am ever so honoured to be a student and designated Credit
Professional for and with the Institute of Credit Management.

.
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“ADVICE FROM AN OWL“ADVICE FROM AN OWL“ADVICE FROM AN OWL
STAY FOCUSED, BE WHO YOU ARE, TRUST IN ASTAY FOCUSED, BE WHO YOU ARE, TRUST IN ASTAY FOCUSED, BE WHO YOU ARE, TRUST IN A

WISE FRIEND, LIVE OFF THE LAND, GLIDEWISE FRIEND, LIVE OFF THE LAND, GLIDEWISE FRIEND, LIVE OFF THE LAND, GLIDE
THROUGH THE DARK TIMES, BE OBSERVANT,THROUGH THE DARK TIMES, BE OBSERVANT,THROUGH THE DARK TIMES, BE OBSERVANT,
BECAUSE LIFE’S A HOOT!” – ILAN SHAMIRBECAUSE LIFE’S A HOOT!” – ILAN SHAMIRBECAUSE LIFE’S A HOOT!” – ILAN SHAMIR
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only joking! 
What did the bartender say

to the drunk who walked

into the bar with jumper

cables around his neck?

You can stay but don’t try
to start anything.

Riddle me this...
This object can be driven,

but has no wheels, and can

also be sliced and remain

whole. What is it?

A golf ball
 



It all began at a seminar with “The Company You Keep by Heather
Lawlor” somewhere in 2007. In-house debtors training by Frank
Knight from Debtsource followed suit, backed by an awesome
team who made me realise I have a passion for Debtors. 
Almost 10 years later, I had the opportunity to study through
work and needless to say Credit Management was the obvious
choice. ICM and Credit Blende Training was the way to go.
Having a full-time job and being a mother of two small boys, two
years apart, did not make the choice to study in my late 30’s any
easier, but registration was done, and I am no quitter. In 2018
while busy with Credit 5, a “quick” two-day Risk Management
Course presented itself. I decided to register for the exam to
obtain the certificate. Chaos erupted when I realised that the
Credit 5 exam and this one will be in the same week. This however
was on me; thus, the motto goes – MAKE IT HAPPEN!!! – which I
did. 
Graduation day was sweet, as Heather Lawlor presented me with
my Credit Professional Certificate. This to me was full circle, as
her passion for the industry was contagious, thus it was a huge
honour for me. Receiving it from a lady of her stature, was just
the cherry on top which made all the long hours of studying, not
to mention all the pre-exam stress worth it.
I was privileged to have another shot at the books again in 2020 –
this time National Diploma Financial Accounting was on the hitlist.
This journey was tough, the boys were not small anymore, but my
dad was diagnosed with cancer shortly after I enrolled. The past
two and a half years were pretty much hospital, work, exam, and
an overload of emotions as my father and I were very close. We
unfortunately lost him in July 2022.  

“Everything begins at the beginning, and quite often the beginning

begins when you shift your mind In a new direction.” - Unknown
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My November 2022 exams were by far the worst I ever had to
prepare for not to mention writing it.By God’s grace and plenty of
support from friends and family, I managed to tick off two more
exams – a week after my dad’s first birthday in heaven. 
I recently wrote another two exams and am happy to say there is
only one left to complete my studies – almost time to celebrate!!
One thing about my studies that really stands out is the fact that
the study material is practical and focuses on the day to day
running of the industry. It is not just a load of jargon that
doesn’t make any sense. The content of the videos in the pro
version helped me as a distant learner to be able to review and
redo as many times as it was necessary to fully understand and
manage any topic. The assignments definitely added value in
preparing for the exams. I honestly would recommend this to any
future student.
I would like to salute everyone involved in compiling the study
content for taking the time to give us information that is
valuable, relevant and easily understandable. 
Sticking to all the 4am mornings and even late nights to get
through the workload, looking back at the value it adds to my life
on a daily basis – this was definitely an investment which I am
thankful for.

By: Anzabeth Jacobs
 

Once in the process, you
sometimes feel like you are
drowning, but looking back
you realise it made you
stronger. 
Chase your dreams, and get
the ICM and Credit Blende
Training teams to help you –
MAKE IT HAPPEN!
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cbt.info1@linknet.co.za
cbt.sales@linknet.co.za
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  5 Skeen Boulevard
  Bedfordview 
  011 450 3914

Credit Blende Training is the college of choice for Credit Professionals and Sales
Practitioners wishing to expand their skills set and add value to the workplace.
25 years since opening its first campus, CBT has matured into a comprehensive
adult learning hub for Credit Management, Accounting and associated courses.
Our lecturers and course facilitators are hand picked and include some of the
best academic minds and Credit professionals in the country, all registered with
FASSET and highly respected in their chosen field.

O N L I N E  C O U R S E S
A V A I L A B L E  
To suite your learning needs

Credit Management  
ICB
Risk & Fraud Management 
Workshops

2023 Semester 1
Credit 1 commenced 11 March 2023
Credit 2 to 5 commenced 11 February 2023

2023 Semester 2
Credit 1 commences 9 September 2023
Credit 2 to 5 commences 12 August 2023


